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Good morning,
Yesterday, retired Assistant Supervisory Air Marshal in Charge (ASAC)
called and spoke to me for over 20
minutes to tell me that his wife,
was sexually assaulted by former TSA Federal Air Marshal Service (FAMS)
Assistant Director Patrick Sullivan, a retired Secret Service manager. Sullivan is now an Assistant Inspector General for
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency:
https://m.govexec.com/oversight/2016/05/epa-says-it-cannot-prevent-employees-registered-sex-offenders-interactingpublic/128413/
got a settlement and an early retirement as a Federal Air Marshal (FAM).
ASAC

said that

ASAC

stated that

is only allowed to disclose her Sullivan-incident when appropriate investigators contact her.
and that investigators may contact her through him via:

@me.com
Cell: 859Sullivan's affair with another FAM, M

is directly related to CHARGES 1 and 2 of my removal proposal.

I disclosed the Sullivan/
affair, they're trip together to Brazil with current TSA-FAMS Director Roderick Allison, and
the Fairfax County Virginia Police-response incident between Sullivan and FAM
to your office in my March 7,
2010 disclosure (File No. DI-10-1470) to your office after then-FAM/now retired Supervisory Federal Air Marshal (SFAM)
Gerard Puckerin's unsolicited disclosures to me:
http://bit.ly/osc2010puckerin
Mr. Puckerin was subsequently promoted to SFAM after your office referred his disclosure—through me—to DHS-OIG
which closed the case when Charles K. Edwards' was in charge of DHS-OIG:
"The panel’s investigators said they could not confirm Edwards’s role in a report on Secret Service culture because —
unlike in the other cases — his office declined to provide any related e-mails or correspondence. Edwards’s investigation
concluded that the agency did not have a broad leadership or cultural problem in the wake of the Cartagena scandal.
...
In another instance, the Senate report said, Edwards followed the suggestion of a top DHS official by adding information
to a report questioning the effectiveness of advanced imaging screening by the Transportation Security Administration.
Edwards’s chief investigator complained that the move was an effort to 'derail our report and minimize our findings,'
according to the Senate report."
https://wapo.st/2LR4dpL
SFAM Puckerin texted and told me that DHS-OIG Special Agents contacted him again in 2016 about the Sullivan/
Brazil-trip and police incident to confirm everything.
SFAM Puckerin's contacts:
gpuckman@gmail.com
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=cf1be3ffc8&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-a%3Ar-8242936750732234400&simpl=msg-a%3Ar-824293675…
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Cell: 540-295-0400
Current Baltimore Field Office FAM
Sullivan/
:

also said that DHS-OIG interviewed him in 2016 about

About two years ago I disclosed to DHS-OIG Special Agents Sandra Hackworth and Gary Applegate that a former
Special Forces soldier / now-retired FAM told me that another former Special Forces FAM told him that he bailed Sullivan
out of a situation in which "Sullivan would have gone to prison for." I did not get any details as the FAM said he "swore an
oath" to his fellow Special Forces soldier.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert MacLean
Federal Air Marshal
Washington Field Office
949-344-5222

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=cf1be3ffc8&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-a%3Ar-8242936750732234400&simpl=msg-a%3Ar-824293675…
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Robert MacLean <rjmaclean@gmail.com>

FAMS Accountability
WIFLE WIFLE <wifle2009@gmail.com>
Wed, Mar 3, 2010 at 8:04 PM
To: FAMS.accountability@gmail.com
Cc: renee.mayo@mail.house.gov, edophus.towns@mail.house.gov, al.green@mail.house.gov,
mario.cantu@mail.house.gov, Lisa_Powell@hsgac.senate.gov, Adam.J.Miles@mail.house.gov,
DHSOIGHOTLINE@dhs.gov, Bridget_Petruczok@boxer.senate.gov, Lane_Dilg@judiciary-dem.senate.gov,
larry_novey@hsgac.senate.gov, assad.akhter@mail.house.gov, Byron.J.Irby@ole.tsa.dhs.gov,
deena.contreras@mail.house.gov, maria.bowie@mail.house.gov, rebecca.hartman@mail.house.gov,
robert.s.bray@ole.tsa.dhs.gov, margaret.h.coggins@secureskies.net, rana.khan@dhs.gov,
allen.davis@ole.tsa.dhs.gov, john.novak@dhs.gov, donald.p.zimmerman@ole.tsa.dhs.gov,
monica.speight@mail.house.gov

FAMS Accountability Working Group:
Please see the below email message sent from a concerned FAM. Due to its urgency, it is being
directly forwarded to the appropriate representaBves in Congress and the Senate.
Message:
FAMS Director Bray constantly preaches the ‘culture of accountability’, but he does NOT
consistently to enforce improper sexual behavior by FAMS management personnel. For example:
Diversity Program Director Margaret Coggins was under invesBgaBon for an improper sexual
relaBonship with former Deputy Director Robert Byers and for misuse of a government vehicle.
However, this is the individual responsible for ensuring the integrity of the Ombudsman and
Diversity Programs. Where is the accountability?
Supervisory FAM Kevin Randolph was accused of improper sexual relaBonships with several
female FAMS employees (see the email below). However, Mr. Randolph was merely transferred
to the Ne York Field Oﬃce (his hometown) as a ‘punishment’. Where is the accountability?
Deputy Assistant Director Patrick Sullivan has had improper sexual relaBonships with FAMs
and
FAM Douglass has been ostracized due to also having a
sexual relaBonship with Los Angeles Deputy Special Agent in Charge Frank DonzanB. However,
was awarded a promoBon to a supervisory posiBon without having to fairly
compete due to having sex a management oﬃcial. Where is the accountability?
Newly promoted Supervisory FAM Rose Tancredi (whom is sBll on probaBonary status) was
caught having a sexual relaBonship with a subordinate training oﬃcer who was falsifying her
shooBng and physical ﬁtness records. The training oﬃcer admiXed this informaBon to the FAMS
management in Boston. However, Ms. Tancredi was given a ‘pass’. Ms. Tancredi was selected for
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promoBon although more qualiﬁed individuals were more qualiﬁed and ranked above her.
However, since she has a reputaBon of engaging in sexual favors for management, she was
awarded a promoBon. Where is the accountability?
African‐American Supervisory FAM Darrelle Joiner has been accused of an improper sexual
relaBonship and removed from his posiBon. He has done nothing more than these other
individuals. Where is the consistency? So much for ‘ZERO’ tolerance.
Also, several FAMs have been placed under invesBgaBon for ridiculous lack of candor charges.
Former FAM Ramon Perez was inBmidated and coerced into a removal agreement a\er having
his civil rights violated by the OLE/FAMS and the TSA Oﬃce of InspecBon. Where is the
accountability?
There is not a ‘culture of accountability’ or ‘zero tolerance’ for discriminaBon within the FAMS.
Ask Director Bray who, what, where, when, why, and how his so‐called ‘working groups’ and
soluBons have addressed these important issues. Management uBlizes selecBve enforcement
for their colleagues, but use harsh disciplinary measures for FAMS personnel that challenge the
system. Nothing has been accomplished with 'working groups'.
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Coggins, Margaret H <Margaret.H.Coggins@secureskies.net>
Date: Tue, Jun 23, 2009 at 5:55 PM
Subject: RE: WIFLE 2009
To: WIFLE WIFLE <wifle2009@gmail.com>

Thank you for writing to express your concerns. I know it must have been a difficult decision to bring such
sensitive information to our attention.
I have spoken with the Director about your message and we want to reiterate that we take all allegations of
misconduct very seriously, and that we will not tolerate inappropriate, unethical behavior on the part of any of
our employees. In order for us to take aggressive, corrective action, we will need further information
concerning your allegations against ATSAC Randolph.
I hope that you will feel comfortable reaching out to me to provide additional details about the behaviors you
describe in your message. Based on the information you provide, we will then be able to determine the
appropriate course of action. Please be assured that your contact with me will be held in the strictest
confidence.
You may reach out to me via email, or you may contact me on my cell, (703) 946-6302. I will be happy
to meet with you privately to further discuss this very serious matter. The OLE/FAMS executive leadership is
highly committed to the integrity of the Diversity Program, and the professional integrity of all of our personnel
as they carry out their program responsibilities.
I appreciate your candor and hope you will come forward with the additional details necessary for us to
address your complaint.
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Office of Training and Workforce Programs
Federal Air Marshal Service
(703) 487-3111
Margaret.Coggins@dhs.gov
From: WIFLE WIFLE [mailto:wifle2009@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, June 17, 2009 9:54 AM
To: Bray, Robert S.; colleen.b.callahan@dhs.gov; Coggins, Margaret H
Subject: WIFLE 2009
After yesterday's session, I can only believe that the Diversity Program is important to all of you. I stayed up
all night contemplating whether or not to write this email. Here goes....... There is no faith in the Diversity
Program because the so-called Diversity Manager is a joke. This man uses his position to explore the
weaknesses of women and then plays upon them to sleep with them. Kevin Randolph has a reputation of
being a sweet talker that is only selfish enough to think about getting laid. This is a married man that has no
morals. I know at least five women from different offices and previous conferences I attended that Kevin has
either tried or was successful at getting in the sack. Just ask around. Therefore, I am bringing
this information to you for the good of all female FAMs. Where is the accountability?
I could not bring this to you in person, but I hope this stimulates change to make the Diversity
Program successful.
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I10-OS-WFO-00474

I10-ST-WFO-00682

2/3/2010

3/25/2010

2/12/2010

Allegation of fraud, corruption or similar misconduct / criminal activity in the administration of DHS funds by persons otherwise engaged
in the operation of DHS programs or operations – OCSO Physical Security Specialist. Misconduct to include purported conflict of interest
4.3.11
6/24/2013 related to a procurement activity the Subject had prior substantial involvement with.

3/26/2010

During a routine contractual review of documentation files,
discovered
, Inc., a property licensed and registered
7/31/2013 laboratory, violated DHS S&T policy and federal laws by releasing “hazardous” materials to unregistered subsidiary labs and workers
Reference is made to all previous correspondence from FAM
regarding allegations of misconduct within the FAMS. On
3/8/10 TSA/OOI received information from the FAMS which includes a 3/6/10 attachment from FAM
The attachment is a
Gmail message from an unidentified FAM who makes allegations against FAMS HQ Deputy Assistant Director
(SES). It is
alleged that DAD
eventually leaving his wife and family and
was involved in an inappropriate affair with FAM
moving in with FAM Douglas in or around 2007. Furthermore, the unidentified FAM writer alleges that DAD
arranged for a
country clearance for FAM
to accompany him on travel to Rio De Janero, Brazil for the Annual Interpol Conference. FAM
reportedly did not attend this Conference but allegedly stayed in DAD
s hotel room in Rio De Janero.

4.1.13.7

Lastly, it is alleged that Police in Northern Virginia responded to FAM
residence as a result of a domestic dispute between DAD
. Apparently, this matter was never reported to TSA/OOI. It is also reported that DAD
has since
and FAM
residence.
4/25/2014 moved out of FAM
4.3.3.2
On 12/14/09, the TSOC notified TSA/OI of the arrest of a off duty TSO. According to the information provided, TSO
was
arrested on 12/10/09 for trafficking with intent to sell a controlled substance (maintaining a dwelling for drug activity). No court date
has been established.

3/16/2010

3/18/2010

I10-TSA-ATL-00303

12/14/2009

I10-TSA-ATL-01327

9/7/2010

12/16/2009 12/19/2012 TSO will be put on administrative leave pending investigation.
4.1.13.10
On 09/03/10, the TSOC notified the TSA/OOI Duty Agent of the arrest of Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport (ATL) TSO
. The TSOC advised that on 09/02/10, TSO
was arrested at the ATL airport, while on-duty, by officers
of the Atlanta Police Department on an outstanding warrant for making terroristic threats (state charge). TSO
was
9/7/2010
1/4/2013 incarcerated pending further judicial action. No additional information is available at this time.
4.1.13.7
On 8/10/10, the ASAC for the Dallas FAMS Field Office informed the TSA/OOI Dallas Office of a possible leak of classified intelligence
information to airline crewmembers. The leak was possibly attributed to unknown Dallas FAM(s).
According to the information reported, on or about 7/29/2010, Dallas FAMS were briefed on specific new threat intelligence data. This
briefing information was classified as "secret". On 8/8/2010, a Dallas FAM, in mission status on Delta Airlines (DL) 156
(Memphis-Amsterdam) reported that a flight attendant was discussing current aviation threats. According to the Dallas FAM, the flight
attendant cited very detailed and current information, similar to the information provided in the above described classified briefing. The
reporting FAM further stated that when questioned as to her source of the threat intelligence, the flight attendant said she heard it from
a FAM on a previous flight. Specifically, the flight attendant said that she believed she got the information from a FAM on an earlier
Memphis to Amsterdam trip (Delta 156/157) trip, on 7/29-7/31. The flight attendant was able to provide a limited description of the
FAM who allegedly gave her the threat information. Further checking confirmed that a Dallas FAM team was, in fact, aboard Delta
8/11/2010
3/5/2013 156/157, (MEM-AMS-MEM) on 7/29-7/31. No further information is available at this time.
1.2

8/11/2010

Non-Criminal
Misconduct

Substantiated

Referred - No Reply

Administrative
Disposition

DHS Employee

18 USC 208

Acts Affecting a Personal Financial
Interest

Miscellaneous

Criminal
Misconduct

Unfounded

Referred - No Reply

Judicial Disposition

DHS Contractor

Other

Violation

Miscellaneous

Non-Criminal
Misconduct

Unsubstantiated

Referred - No Reply

Judicial Disposition

DHS Employee

False Statements, Entries or Concealing or
18 USC 1001 Covering Up a Material Fact

Miscellaneous

Criminal
Misconduct

Information Only

Referred - No Reply

Judicial Disposition

DHS Employee

State

Violation

Miscellaneous

Criminal
Misconduct

Unsubstantiated

Referred - No Reply

Judicial Disposition

DHS Employee

State

Violation

Employee Corruption

Deliberate
Disclosure of
Classified / Law
Enforcement /
National Security
Related
information

Information Only

Referred - No Reply

Administrative
Disposition

Other

Violation

Unsubstantiated

Referred - No Reply

Administrative
Disposition

DHS Employee

Other

Violation

DHS Employee

Other

Violation

18 USC 922

Unlawful acts [Firearms]

t are made pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6, 7(C), 7(D), and 7(E).

I10-TSA-AIG-00627

I10-TSA-DAL-01230

Miscellaneous

On 12/24/09, the Office of Inspection was notified of an incident on 12/19/09, involving a passenger's suitcase containing suspected
false identification. According to TSO
TSO National Deployment Force, while he was assigned to the Reno Tahoe Airport
(RNO) Matrics 3 baggage area, another TSO inspected a suitcase that contained numerous different identification cards and passports
within the suitcase. TSO
estimated that there were at least 50 identification cards and passports in the suitcase; however, the
suitcase was cleared by a TSA Behavior Detection Officer and was sent to the plane without contacting law enforcement. According to
the RNO AFSD-LE, the way this situation was handled was against standard operating procedures (SOP).

I10-TSA-FTA-00348

12/30/2009

12/30/2009

I10-TSA-HOU-00372

1/6/2010

1/8/2010

Employee Corruption

False
Personating of a
DHS Employee
Deliberate
Disclosure of
Classified / Law
Enforcement /
National Security
Related
information

Information Only

Referred - No Reply

Judicial Disposition

1.2.2.2

Employee Corruption

Deliberate
Disclosure of
Classified / Law
Enforcement /
National Security
Related
information

Substantiated

Referred - No Reply

Judicial Disposition

4.1.9.2.4

Miscellaneous

Criminal
Misconduct

Information Only

Referred - No Reply

Administrative
Disposition

4.3.20

Miscellaneous

Non-Criminal
Misconduct

Unsubstantiated

Referred - No Reply

Judicial Disposition

DHS Employee

18 USC 201 Bribery of Public Officials and Witnesses
Engaging in Monetary Transactions in
Property Derived from Specified Unlawful
18 USC 1957 Activity

1.8

Employee Corruption

Other Employee
Corruption

Substantiated

Referred - No Reply

Administrative
Disposition

DHS Employee

False Statements, Entries or Concealing or
18 USC 1001 Covering Up a Material Fact

4.1.6

Miscellaneous

Criminal
Misconduct

Substantiated

Referred - No Reply

Judicial Disposition

4.3.3

Miscellaneous

Non-Criminal
Misconduct

Unfounded

Referred - No Reply

Administrative
Disposition

Other

Violation

4.1.13

Miscellaneous

Criminal
Misconduct

Substantiated

Referred - No Reply

Administrative
Disposition

18 USC 371

Conspiracy to Commit any Offense or to
Defraud United States

Miscellaneous

Criminal
Misconduct

Unsubstantiated

Referred - No Reply

Judicial Disposition

18 USC 659

Embezzlement and Theft- Interstate or
Foreign Shipments by Carrier; State
Prosecutions

Employee Corruption

Deliberate
Disclosure of
Classified / Law
Enforcement /
National Security
Related
information

Information Only

Referred - No Reply

Judicial Disposition

21 USC 841

Controlled Substances - Prohibited Acts A
[Unauthorized manufacture, distribution or
possession]

Efforts are underway to identify the flight number and passenger who owned this suitcase. ICE/CBP, State Department and the Secret
5/23/2012 Service have not yet been contacted pending receipt of additional information.
3.5
On 12/22/09, the TSOC notified the Office of Inspection that on 11/17/09, passenger
de parted Houston Intercontinental
Airport (IAH) on Continental Flight 1528 to San Jose, Costa Rica. Mr.
claims that he processed through TSA screening at IAH
carrying a loaded 40 caliber, Glock 27 in his briefcase and the weapon was never located.
claims that he unknowingly transported
the weapon and later discovered that he had the weapon after arriving at his hotel in Costa Rica. After considering his options,
contacted the RSO, US Embassy, Costa Rica and asked for guidance. The RSO instructed
to report to the embassy with the weapon.
reported to the US Embassy and surrendered the weapon to the RSO and he returned to Houston, Texas on 11/20/09, without the
6/26/2012 weapon.
1.2.2.2
American Citizen
was detained Wednesday August 4, 2010 at Lahore International Airport with 11 Glock handguns in
his checked luggage.
Unknown TSA employee(s) may have assisted
.

Program Fraud / Financial Crimes

*See attached documents for further information.

I10-TSA-MIA-01199

8/6/2010

8/6/2010

I10-TSA-NYC-00590

3/8/2010

3/15/2010

I10-TSA-NYC-00596

3/12/2010

3/15/2010

I10-TSA-ORL-00392

1/13/2010

1/13/2010

*Addtion iformation received 8/9/10. -B.C.
1/30/2015 **See attached "IAGreport"
On 3/2/10, the Port Authority Police (PAPD) at Newark International Airport (EWR) informed TSA/OOI that they are preparing to install
video cameras as an initiative to deter several recent thefts of money from non-English speaking Air India passengers. LTSO
and STSO
are suspected of stealing money from the above passengers as they undergo Checkpoint Screening at EWR.
The two TSA employees were identified by another EWR/TSO who came forward to the PAPD with information of at least one of the
11/20/2012 above thefts.
On March 12, 2010, DEA/OPR contacted the DHS/OIG and reported that while conducting an ongoing drug investigation they
is involved with financial structuring activities.
7/23/2014 encountered financial records that indicate
A JIC intake specialist received a call from
, CBPO, JFK,
who arrested and has detained
for illegal entry and making a false claim on her application.
TSA employee, is listed as her cousin on the
application and may have facilitated her entry into the US. Both
and her husband,
, claimed to know
3/21/2014 is stationed at Orlando International Airport. The CBPO stated that
is a subject in a current ICE OI investigation.

who

An Agent with NCIS contacted a TSA/OOI Agent assigned to the Atlanta Field Office to report that last month, a leather credential case
containing two photo ID cards and a silver police shield were recovered by the Jacksonville Sheriff’s Office (JSO), Jacksonville, FL, from
a garbage dumpster located at an apartment complex in the city. The first photo ID, is a counterfeit, bearing the name of Officer
, a civilian US Naval Police Officer assigned to the Naval Station at Mayport, FL (USN-M). The ID is described as the type
typically carried by Federal Law Enforcement Officers in a credential case. The second photo ID, authentic, and also bearing Officer
’s name, is described as the type normally used by Federal Employees to access restricted government facilities and areas via an
embedded magnetic strip on the reverse. The latter is also considered to be Office
official UNS-M Police ID.
Officer
was interviewed by NCIS personnel and admitted that he personally produced IDs on his personal computer based on a
request by the UNS-M Police Union, which was exploring alternative badge designs for the Police Officers. Officer
further stated to
NCIS that the counterfeit ID recovered by the JSO was just a sample and was never used for official purposes. During a consent search
of Officer
s residence and vehicle, the NCIS found more counterfeit IDs bearing the names of other USN-M Police Officers. Again,
Office
claimed they were samples and never used for official purposes. Officer
also advised that his law enforcement
authority is limited to the area within USN-M and is not authorized to carry his government-issued firearm outside of this realm. He
admitted that he used his official USN-M Police ID to fly armed on a round trip commercial airline flight from Jacksonville (JAX) – Dulles
(IAD) – JAX in 2008. Office
also claimed that he carried his personal weapon on the flight. Officer
later invoked his right to
legal counsel.
Further information (LEO log books) which was uncovered by NCIS and the AFSD-LE at JAX, confirmed the Officer’s claim of flying while
armed. Apparently
identified himself as a DOD Police Officer to gain access on board while armed. Additionally, the Reagan
National Airport (DCA) AFSD-LE and NCIS discovered that Office
had also flown from DCA on 2/13/08 on an unknown commercial
carrier to an unknown location.

I10-TSA-ORL-00593

3/9/2010

3/15/2010

I10-TSA-ORL-00706

3/29/2010

3/31/2010

I10-TSA-PHL-00719

4/1/2010

4/1/2010

I10-TSA-SEA-01388

I10-TSA-SFO-01253

9/24/2010

8/17/2010

On 3/3/10, the NCIS has requested the TSA/OOI to assist in providing assistance to NCIS in contacting various commercial carrier
9/13/2012 entities.
On March 29, 2010, the Joint Intake Center (JIC), Washington, DC, received information via email
from U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Attaché
U.S. Embassy,
Panama, regarding an ongoing investigation into a possible narcotics/bulk cash smuggling
conspiracy which utilizes flights operating between Florida and Panama. Mr
reported that
Department of Homeland Security (DHS), Transportation Security Administration (TSA)
Transportation Security Officer
Orlando, FL, has been linked to several of the
6/7/2012 alleged perpetrators and known narcotics smugglers.
The USAO/DNJ contacted DHS/OIG and advised that a confidential source had information regarding possible fraud on a TSA contract.
Specifically the source claimed that Universal Understanding LLC, New Jersey, is a sub-contractor on a TSA contract for a VOIP project.
11/3/2014 Universal Understanding allegedly defrauded TSA by inflating employee work hours.

On September 24, 2010,
reported that his office, the U.S. Attorney’s Office, the U.S. Marshalls, and the Seattle Police
Department, were operating a task force targeting a street gang known as West Seattle Street Mob.
advised that this gang was
suspected to be responsible for several murders and drug offenses as well as a conspiracy to murder an Assistant U.S. Attorney.
stated that during a search warrant connected to this investigation he located a handgun that had been stolen from an employee access
area of Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (Sea Tac).
stated that this was a recurring problem at Sea Tac and requested
assistance from this office to investigate the connection between the stolen firearms and the West Seattle Street Mob.
4.1.9.2

9/24/2010

6/5/2012

8/17/2010

On 8/16/10, TSA/OOI was informed by TSA Management at the Oakland Airport (OAK) regarding a TSO under suspicion by the DEA.
According to the information provided on 8/16/10, a DEA Agent assigned to the Pittsburgh FO contacted TSA/OAK requesting
information on a TSO based on an alias and a general description. TSA/OOI then contacted DEA Special Agent
Pittsburgh
FO, who stated that he has a cooperating subject alleging that a TSA employee at OAK is involved in trafficking cocaine via a courier in a
stated that the DEA has already arrested/indicted 22 people in this investigation. The cooperating
restroom at the airport. SA
subject alleges that a TSA employee (position and name unknown) with an alias of
approximately in his late 40’s six
feet tall, thin build, dark complexion, male has been involved in trafficking cocaine past security and meeting a courier in a restroom to
5/23/2012 hand off the cocaine. SA
1.2.2.2
requested the assistance of OOI in this investigation.

False Statements, Entries or Concealing or
18 USC 1001 Covering Up a Material Fact

DHS Employee

